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In this session

• Materials: making the most of our options

• Capturing students’ imagination

• Generating real interest
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A riddle… 

…with TPR
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cook eat

inside outside

What did Mr Cook eat?



A riddle

Full text

Mr Cook is standing outside.  He’s talking about his favourite 

thing to eat inside.

“It grows outside - but you can’t eat it if you don’t take it 

inside and cook it. First you throw away the outside and cook 

the inside. Then you eat the outside and throw away the 

inside. Then, when you’re feeling nice and full inside, you can 

sit outside and read the newspaper.”

What did Mr Cook eat?
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Thinking about input

The input that we give students in lessons should be:

C

O

R

N

Comprehensible

Organised

Relevant

Noteworthy



What is it?

• We do it most frequently to the ones we love

• Men and women do it the same amount, but about different 

things

• 98% of teens say they do it to their parents

• 96% of teens say that it is wrong

• Younger teens are better at it than older teens

• 40% of parents believe it is normal to sometimes do it to their 

children

• 65% of people think it’s OK to do it in order not to hurt 

someone’s feelings
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Truncated texts
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What is the text 

about?

What is the

actual title of the

article?
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How did the students enjoy it?
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What happened this morning?

Two short activities
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Generating ideas
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Graphic organisers

Mind maps
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Graphic organisers

A for and against essay
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Mind maps and more – examtime.com



Mind maps and more – examtime.com
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What can you see?
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3D Drawings
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Found at the scene of the crime

What happened?
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Describing people and events

Paying attention to details
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Eyewitness descriptions 

Can you describe the thief?
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Eywewitness descriptions

Students’ reactions
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Cars: a radical new design
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What is it?
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Speaking tasks

Getting ideas
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Tricky questions

How would you answer?
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My grandmother always

says…



In this session

• Materials: making the most of our options

• Capturing students’ imagination

• Generating real interest
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